To Whom It May Concern!
RTIs offer inquiry in different business models (for sale, rent, pooling) for dairy categories in the Baltic States.
On behalf of ECR Baltic RTI (Returnable Transport Items) unification and pooling initiative, please confirm if your
company can provide/offer compatible RTI solution according to the specifications and drawings, specified
below:
400x300x118mm with maximum nominal top load dynamic, 100 kg

Coded name: ECR B1

Crate colour: RAL 7040 (light grey)
Bar: RAL 7043 (dark grey)

400x300x170mm with maximum nominal top load dynamic, 110 kg
Crate colour: RAL 7040 (light grey)

Coded name: ECR B2

Bar: crate RAL 1018 (yellow)

400x300x290mm with maximum nominal top load dynamic, 108 kg

Coded name: ECR B3

Crate colour: RAL 7040 (light grey)
Bar: RAL 5015 (blue)
Download detailed drawings at
http://issuu.com/ecrbaltic/stacks/e2072d146c7d4a67b78590d91b98
2cc2
Learn more about RTI unification initiative:
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/en/working-groups/rti-unification-andpooling-initiative/
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Additional features (ALL CRATES):
Maximum nominal top load dynamic, kg
ECR B1: 400x300x118mm 100kg
ECR B2: 400x300x170mm 110kg
ECR B3: 400x300x290mm 108kg
Colour All Crates (colour can be changed to separate from similar type poolers crates, please indicate if you can
offer different colour): Crate RAL 7040 (light grey)
Color Bars:
ECR B1: Bar for 400x300x118mm crate RAL 7043 (dark grey)
ECR B2: Bar for 400x300x170mm crate RAL 1018 (yellow)
ECR B3: Bar for 400x300x290mm crate RAL 5015 (blue)
Operating temperatures:
-20 °C - +40 °C for food products
Washing at +80 °C
Compliance to EU and National regulation in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia:
The RTI manufacturer (supplier) is responsible for compliance to all applicable regulation for food packaging,
including EU directive: 94/62/EC and 1935/2004 EU Commission regulation.
We would appreciate a lot if you can confirm your minimum expectations (volume) to offer the above RTIs
development and production for sale, rent and/or pooling in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. When sending offer,
please consider separately RFID capability/tagging according to GS1 standards, described here:
http://www.gs1.org/gsmp/kc/epcglobal/uhfc1g2
Commercial offer information, table below:
(IMPORTANT: Please indicate information only which is or will be publicly available and do not contain
commercially sensitive information – this information might be asked by each individual company – ordering
party afterwards):
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Description measure

ECR B1

ECR B2

ECR B3

Minimal batch units
Production capacity units/month
Sales price per min. batch EUR/unit
Rent price EUR/unit/month
Pool price EUR/unit/month
Additional price for RFID EUR/unit

Please feel free to share your commercial contact details to Baltic RTIs user community, maintained here:
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/f/docs/RTI_developers_01.pdf
Disclaimer: ECR Baltic does not act as a buyer of products and/or services. The aim of this offer request is to
receive alternate proposals of compatible RTI solutions in different business models and let you in direct contact
with the user companies whereas estimated volumes of RTIs and commercial details to be discussed individually

For more information, please contact ECR Baltic,

ECR Baltic
O Brivibas 149, Riga,
LV-1012, Latvia
Reg.Nr. 40008143329
W www.ecr-baltic.org
E info@ecr-baltic.org
Edgars Pentjuss,

M +371 26546645
F +371 67885461

Managing Director, ECR Baltic
20.07.2014
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